Aligning G20 Industrial Policies with Biodiversity Conservation*

Abstract: Biodiversity conservation is a cross-cutting theme across all 17 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Businesses can significantly augment global efforts to conserve biodiversity and abate biodiversity loss. Through targeted policy instruments, G20 countries can catalyse business engagement in biodiversity conservation and also bring discipline to what could otherwise morph into an unbridled pile of symbolic corporate actions. This Policy Brief proposes five specific policies that can pave the way for businesses to make a meaningful contribution to global efforts for biodiversity conservation.

The Challenge
Biodiversity loss is one of the most complex environmental challenges that the global community needs to address effectively in this crucial Decade of Action. About half a million species, ranging from large mammals to microorganisms, are feared to disappear within the next few decades.¹ If not averted, this loss will be the “sixth mass extinction event in Earth’s history.”² It will escalate climate change, worsen food insecurity, increase risks to human health, and diminish means of livelihood for rural and Indigenous communities, many of whom live in acute poverty.³ It will also significantly erode global gross domestic product (GDP), half of which is dependent on biodiversity to moderate or high degree.⁴ Given such pervasive and profound implications of biodiversity loss, biodiversity conservation has emerged as a cross-cutting theme across all 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). According to a 2023 United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) report, our ability to progress on 35 of 44 SDG targets related to poverty, hunger, health, water, cities, climate, oceans and land, depends on maintaining healthy levels of biodiversity.⁵

The G20’s Role
Numerous initiatives, from policy instruments to market-based incentives, have been launched to stem biodiversity loss but reversing biodiversity decline has so far been an uphill battle. The Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework (GBF) adopted in December 2022 at the 15th meeting of the Conference of Parties (COP) to the UN Convention on Biological Diversity has indeed inspired hopes and aspirations by providing

---

guidance to make future efforts more effective. In particular, the GBF emphasised sound mechanisms for monitoring, planning, mobilising resources, capacity building, information sharing, and enhancing global cooperation.6

Businesses have a crucial role in translating GBF goals and targets into actionable practices. This can be conceptualised in two ways.7 One possibility is to consider businesses as possessors of slack financial resources, a portion of which they could provide to conservation organisations to help bridge the daunting funding gap for biodiversity conservation, currently estimated at US$ 700 billion annually. A second, and perhaps more important role that businesses could play in facilitating the implementation of GBF is adopting biodiversity-friendly business practices and abandoning activities that could directly or indirectly harm biodiversity. This latter view is explicitly articulated in Target 15 of the GBF which calls for legal, administrative and policy measures to encourage and enable businesses (particularly, large and transnational companies and financial institutions) to help in conserving and enhancing biodiversity.

Business entities in the G20 countries that wield sizeable influence over business practices have the foremost responsibility to show leadership in devising biodiversity-friendly business practices. Our overarching recommendation is that biodiversity-friendly business practices should be guided and governed through industrial policies, with market incentives serving only as complementary catalysts. This recommendation is based on a review of the voluminous literature on business sustainability, which shows that market-based incentives fail to engender transformative changes.8 The conclusion drawn from most studies is that at best, incentives facilitate the emergence of a handful of companies as environmental leaders pursuing substantive actions. Often, they only encourage symbolic actions and opportunistic behaviour, and at worst, may even engender downright deception and corporate hypocrisy. Given the need for effective and urgent action on biodiversity conservation, risking market failures is not a prudent pathway. Therefore, the recommendation is to create industrial policies that set high regulatory benchmarks and leave room for market-based initiatives.

**Recommendations to the G20**

The following paragraphs outline five policy instruments that G20 countries could adopt to foster meaningful business engagement in biodiversity conservation. These measures can enable conditions to fully harness the immense potential of businesses in abating biodiversity decline while ensuring that interests of vulnerable communities are well-protected.

**Formulate favourable investment policies and curb biodiversity-harming subsidies**

Enhancing biodiversity finance—i.e., expenditures that contribute to the conservation, sustainable use, and restoration of biodiversity from both public and private sources—is a pivotal need across the globe. The momentum of such voluntary investment is already building up, and investors and financial institutions now consider biodiversity loss a substantial investment risk.9 As such, biodiversity has become a prominent theme within the “E” component of the Environmental and Social Governance (ESG) investment funds.10 Similarly, improving biodiversity—either through conservation or restoration—is increasingly becoming a performance parameter of capital market instruments such as impact funds, green bonds, social bonds, sustainability bonds, sustainability-linked bonds, green loans, and sustainability-linked loans.11

Despite the growing attention of businesses in general, and the investment community in particular, biodiversity conservation is still largely—around 85%—financed from public sources. Private financing contributes only 15%.12 This brief advances two policy recommendations for G20 countries to correct this imbalance. First, biodiversity finance instruments should be dovetailed with sustainable blue finance (investments in the ocean economy). The current focus of biodiversity finance is mainly on terrestrial ecosystems whilst the vast potential and opportunities in marine biodiversity remain largely untapped.13 Second, biodiversity finance...
Regulate selection of sites for manufacturing and infrastructure development

To incentivise businesses to invest in more effective measures of biodiversity conservation, governments must consider regulating the selection of sites for manufacturing and infrastructure development more strictly to protect areas critically important from a biodiversity perspective. The established method of High Conservation Value (HCV) should be scaled up and implemented. The HCV approach identifies conservation value based on six categories: species diversity, landscape level ecosystems, ecosystem and habitats, ecosystem services, community needs, and cultural values. While this approach is already applied widely and toolkits have been developed, especially for forestry and agriculture, there are still many discrepancies in the way it is applied across countries and industries. There is still wide variety in the types of data, indicators, and models used to assess an area’s conservation value. A more harmonised approach to using the HCV method to regulate manufacturing site selection is needed.

HCV, being based on scientific criteria, calls for collection of data. It requires businesses to make costly investments in data collection before choosing a site, which also takes considerable time. There is the risk that businesses will shy away from applying sophisticated HCV assessment methods if they consider them too costly. Emerging methods for remote sensing and spatial analysis could prove to be more cost-effective for conducting HCV analysis. Governments should not only roll out requirements for HCV assessment but also invest in improving the underlying assessment methods and in supporting businesses, particularly micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs), which often cannot afford sophisticated and expensive HCV toolkits.

Mandate value-chain level disclosures about business dependencies and impacts on biodiversity

G20 countries must consider regulatory mandates requiring businesses to assess and report their dependencies and impacts on biodiversity. Many large companies are already calling for regulatory requirements. For example, more than 300 businesses sent an open letter to heads of state before the COP15 meeting urging them to make assessment and disclosure on nature mandatory. Many private sector organisations and alliances such as the Natural Capital Protocol, the Science-Based Targets Network (SBTN), the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD), and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) have made notable
progress in developing guidance, tools and methodologies to ensure sustainable business practices. Many of these will be available in the marketplace within the next year or so. A regulatory requirement will create a competitive marketplace for biodiversity assessment and reporting as these and other agencies would compete to establish better, more credible and user-friendly processes and standards for evaluation and reporting.

It is also recommended that any regulatory edict defines impact at the value-chain level rather than at the company level. Impact assessment and reporting must involve the aggregate impact of all business operations—from raw material procurement to end-of-life disposal—on biodiversity. This was considered at a 2019 technical workshop on biodiversity accounting approaches for business organised by the European Business@Biodiversity Platform and the UN Environment World Conservation Monitoring Centre. At the meeting, many participants raised concerns about the complexities in value-chain level assessments (EC 2019), although provisions for value-chain level biodiversity impact assessments are included in the Natural Capital Protocol and the Global Biodiversity Score matrix.

Promote Industry 4.0 applications for biodiversity conservation

Biodiversity conservation measures can be made more effective by leveraging a broad suite of Industry 4.0 technologies, particularly artificial intelligence (AI). A PWC report (2018) explicitly articulates and provides examples of the use of AI in biodiversity conservation in the following five areas: sustainable trade (e.g., through supply-chain monitoring and origin tracking, and detection of illegal animal-based trade); pollution control (e.g., through pollutant dispersal prediction and tracking); invasive species and diseases control (e.g., through machine-automated biodiversity analysis); realising natural capital (e.g., through registering and trading of biological and biomimetic assets) and habitat protection and restoration (e.g., through precision monitoring of the ecosystem, simulation of animal and habitat interactions, micro drones for pollination, and others). Similarly, machine learning could be helpful in biodiversity conservation by improving research output and resulting changes in practices.

The use of Industry 4.0 for biodiversity conservation can also unleash novel economic opportunities. For example, Oldham et al. (2013) show that currently, the global patent system covers only about 4% of all taxonomically described global species, leaving the majority of natural assets outside the purview of formal patents systems. Application of Industry 4.0 could enable identifying, classifying and patenting of these species, which in turn can help advance the biotechnology and biomedicine sectors. The application of Industry 4.0, particularly AI and robotics, in biodiversity conservation could also reveal many natural processes hitherto hidden to humans, which could inspire a new genre of bio-based innovations leading to smart materials, material structures, energy generation, and pollution remediation.

Multilateral development banks can play a vital role in funding Industry 4.0-based biodiversity-friendly ventures and promote entrepreneurial ecosystems in developing countries.

Ensure inclusivity and community benefits

While there is global consensus that biodiversity conservation is a 21st century imperative, there is little agreement about how to go about it. Some advocate a ‘people-free’ view of conservation, with little to no consideration of its implications on people and communities. Others view biodiversity conservation essentially as a ‘social enterprise’, which must result from implicit and explicit negotiations among a range of stakeholders. From the latter perspective, biodiversity conservation is a socially and politically negotiated process influenced not only by core intended outcomes but also by intertwined issues, which include—but are not limited to—community livelihood, poverty alleviation, and social justice.

To prevent the differences between these two schools of thought from hampering business action on biodiversity conservation, governments should give clear directives to businesses to place central importance on safeguarding and enhancing community interests in biodiversity conservation efforts. It is not simply as a matter of moral mooring
but also of pragmatic necessity. A significant proportion of the world’s biodiversity resides in areas owned or governed by local and indigenous communities that derive multiple benefits from their lands. Without fully and meaningfully engaging local and indigenous communities in biodiversity conservation initiatives, businesses are unlikely to progress towards achievable biodiversity targets. Further, without regulatory stipulations, they will lack direction in engaging with local and indigenous communities, understanding their needs, and tailoring their conservation efforts to those needs.

**Conclusion**

Biodiversity conservation is a complex and multifaceted challenge that must be addressed urgently. There is significant momentum in the private sector to mainstream market-based initiatives to spur business engagement in biodiversity conservation. However, unbridled expansion of purely market-based initiatives runs the risk of promoting symbolic actions which neither conserve biodiversity nor consider the human factor. Instead, business engagement in biodiversity conservation should be governed through industrial policies that will be closely monitored and regularly reviewed. The G20, as a group of leading global economies, holds significant influence over industrial activities and can lead by example in promoting industrial policies that conserve biodiversity while fostering economic development, leverages advanced manufacturing technologies, mobilises sustainable finance, and places rural, indigenous and marginalised communities at the centre. G20 countries should develop a mechanism to share best practices and collectively explore ways to catalyse business engagement in biodiversity conservation.

**Endnotes**
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